On the Relative Kinematics and Control of Dual-Arm Cutting Robots for a Coal Mine
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Abstract: There is an unbalanced problem in the traditional laneway excavation process for coal mining because the laneway excavation and support are at the same position in space but they are separated in time, consequently leading to problems of low efficiency in laneway excavation. To overcome these problems, an advanced dual-arm tunneling robotic system for a coal mine is developed that can achieve the synchronous operation of excavation and the permanent support of laneways to efficiently complete excavation tasks for large-sized cross-section laneways. A dual-arm cutting robot (DACR) has an important influence on the forming quality and excavation efficiency of large-sized cross-section laneways. As a result, the relative kinematics, workspace, and control of dual-arm cutting robots are investigated in this research. First, a relative kinematic model of the DACR is established, and a closed-loop control strategy for the robot is proposed based on the relative kinematics. Second, an associated workspace (AW) for the DACR is presented and generated, which can provide a reference for the cutting trajectory planning of a DACR. Finally, the relative kinematics, closed-loop kinematic controller, and associated workspace generation algorithm are verified through simulation results.
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1. Introduction

Coal is the main form of non-renewable energy in the world, and coal mining and laneway excavation are the two main aspects of coal production. However, there is a big gap between the intelligence levels for coal mining and laneway development. Laneway excavation and support are crucial factors affecting the development efficiency of coal mine laneways. The present situation of traditional laneway excavation, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, is that the single-arm tunneling machine is the main equipment [1–3] for laneway excavation. The consequence of using the machine above is that in space, laneway excavation and support are in the same position, but they are separated in time, consequently leading to problems of low efficiency in laneway excavation. It is well known that coal mining efficiency far exceeds laneway excavation efficiency, further leading to the unbalanced problem of coal mining and laneway excavation. To overcome these problems, an advanced dual-arm tunneling robotic system for a coal mine is developed in this research. This system can achieve the synchronous operation of excavation and support of laneways to efficiently complete excavation tasks for large-section coal/rock laneways. The major advantage of the proposed dual-arm tunneling robotic system for coal mines is that the laneway excavation and support are separated in space but synchronized in time, consequently shortening laneway excavation time and improving laneway excavation efficiency. In more detail, the proposed dual-arm tunneling robotic system for a coal mine is composed of a dual-arm cutting robot (DACR), a temporary support robot, a drilling...
The proposed DACR uses two cutting arms to efficiently complete excavation tasks for large-section coal/rock laneways. Many challenges arise from advanced dual-arm tunneling robotic systems for coal mines, among which the accurate motion control of the DACR is a crucial issue. Some researchers have discussed kinematics models [4–7] and control strategies [8–12] for dual-arm robots. Lee et al. [13] transformed the inverse kinematics problem of the robots into a mathematical optimization problem to replace traditional numerical methods, such as the Jacobian matrix. Yang et al. [14] established a special optimization objective function based on the Generalized Relative Jacobian Matrix (GRJM) of dual-arm space robots, which is employed to plan the coordinated motion of two arms. Lei et al. [15] proposed a control algorithm based on the kinematic model of dual-arm robots to prevent arm collisions and introduced a sensitivity index to measure the accuracy of the algorithm. Du and Hu [16] established the kinematic model of a lower limb exoskeleton robot and calculated the angle relationship between the hip and knee joints in the dual-arm structure. In the study, an adaptive controller was also designed to control the motion of the robot, and the effectiveness of the controller was validated through simulation. Ahmed et al. [17] proposed a new analytical quaternion based on the axis vector with the tangent of the rotation angle, which was used to establish the kinematic model of the robot arm. Jiang et al. [18] proposed a combination of geometric and algebraic methods for the calculation of the inverse kinematics of a mine cart robot arm. Wan et al. [19] used Adams to generate the kinematic model of a six-degree-of-freedom intelligent collaborative robot, solved the forward kinematics problem for the robot, and generated the motion trajectory and the limits of motion space for the end-effector based on the proposed kinematic model. Wei [20] established the kinematic model of a four-degree-of-freedom industrial robot based on the Denavit–Hartenberg (D-H) parameter method and solved the pose representation matrix of the robot using the RPY angles. The aforementioned research on robots was conducted based on a common premise, which was that the base of the dual-arm robot was in a fixed state. Compared with the existing literature on dual-arm robots, there is a co-shared movement for the two cutting arms, which will inevitably have an important influence on the movement of the two cutting arms. However, due to the complexity of constraints, the motion of the two cutting arms of a DACR is influenced by the base of the DACR. Existing research on the kinematics, dynamics, and control of dual-arm robots has been presented, but the relative kinematics and control of a proposed DACR with a co-shared movement for the two cutting arms, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, have not yet been investigated. As a result, the motivation behind this research is to investigate the relative kinematics, closed-loop kinematic control strategy, and workspace for a DACR.

It is common knowledge that the workspace of a robot is a 2D or 3D space that the end-effector of the robot can approach with different poses [21–25]. This is an important parameter for designing, controlling, and applying a robot. Wang and Ding [26] proposed a surface enveloping overlay (SEO) algorithm for identifying the workspace of multi-joint serial robots. The algorithm was suitable for analyzing the characteristics of holes in a robot’s workspace. Zeng et al. [27] employed a multi-island genetic algorithm to optimize the workspace of a parallel robot, and they analyzed the factors influencing the volume of the robot’s workspace. Li et al. [28] employed an improved Monte Carlo method to generate clearer boundaries for the dynamic workspace of a multi-robot collaborative towing system. Boanta and Brișan [29] combined robot kinematics with feedforward neural networks to estimate the workspace volume of a robot and solve for the Cartesian coordinates of the robot’s end-effector in a Cartesian space. Xu et al. [30] divided the Monte Carlo algorithm into two stages, namely, subspace generation and subspace expansion, to generate the workspace of a robot. This algorithm addressed the issue of insufficient accuracy in the workspace generated by traditional methods. Determining the workspace of the proposed DACR is more complicated than for traditional single-arm cutting robots because of the complexity of the constraints as well as the co-shared movement for the...
two cutting arms. The two cutting arms are installed on the same mobile platform, so they cannot be regarded as two single arms that are controlled separately. This makes the workspace of the DACR more complex than that of typical single-arm and dual-arm robots with a fixed base; therefore, a new workspace, the associated workspace (AW) for the DACR, is presented and generated in this research, and it can provide a reference for the cutting trajectory planning of the two cutting arms. To summarize, it can be seen that controlling a DACR has always presented a challenge for dual-arm tunneling robotic systems. Reviewing various scientific literature references, a DACR, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, has not been investigated so far. For this reason, the novelty of this work comes from the following aspects:

1. An advanced dual-arm tunneling robotic system for coal mines is developed in this research. This system can achieve the synchronous operation of excavation and the permanent support of laneways to efficiently complete excavation tasks for large-section coal/rock laneways.

2. The proposed relative kinematic model of the DACR counteracts the influence of shared motion by integrating the kinematics of both arms into a unified framework. It can simultaneously describe the motion states of the two cutting arms. Additionally, a closed-loop kinematic controller for the robot is developed based on this relative kinematics, enabling control of both cutting arms through a single parameter.

3. The AW for the DACR is presented, and this can provide a reference for cutting trajectory planning of the two cutting arms.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the advanced dual-arm tunneling robotic system for a coal mine. In Section 3, the relative kinematic model of the DACR is established, and the AW generation algorithm is presented. In Section 4, a closed-loop kinematic controller for the DACR is proposed based on the relative kinematics. Section 5 delineates the simulation examples and results. The paper concludes with discussion and comments in Section 6.

2. Proposed Dual-Arm Tunneling Robotic System

The proposed dual-arm tunneling robotic system for a coal mine (Figure 1a) is composed of a DACR (Figure 1b), a temporary support robot (I and II), a drilling and anchoring robot, an electro-hydraulic control platform, a transportation system, and a ventilation and dust removal system. As can be seen in Figure 1a, the DACR is installed on the lower shield of the temporary support robot, and it can move forward along the direction of laneway development. When cutting large-sized cross-sections, the movements of the two cutting arms of the DACR are coordinated, and the mobile platform beneath the DACR provides them with a co-shared movement, granting the DACR redundant degrees of freedom, enabling it to move forwards and backwards along the rail direction. The shovel plate beneath the two cutting arms is used to collect the crushed rock. The DACR is employed to complete the task of large-sized cross-section laneway development without moving the body of the robot in the direction perpendicular to the laneway development. This type of robot has a potentially large reachable workspace relative to a traditional single-arm cutting robot. A major challenge in DACR study is the intrinsic mutual influence between the two cutting arms because of the co-shared movement of the robot, which must be addressed simultaneously. The temporary support robot, which includes two identical temporary support shields, is used to support the laneway roof and achieve the progress of the dual-arm tunneling robotic system via the push-and-pull effect between the front and back temporary support shields. Specifically, the back temporary support shield pushes the front shield and the front shield pulls the back shield. The drilling and anchoring robot is used to complete the permanent support of the laneways with a truss bolting technique. The electro-hydraulic control platform supplies power for the dual-arm tunneling robotic system. The transportation system is responsible for transporting the raw coal produced by laneway development to the ground. The ventilation and dust removal system is used to provide fresh air and eliminate dust for the driving face in the coal tunnel.
raw coal produced by laneway development to the ground. The ventilation and dust removal system is used to provide fresh air and eliminate dust for the driving face in the coal tunnel.

Figure 1. The dual-arm tunneling robotic system and dual-arm coal cutting robot. (a) The dual-arm tunneling robotic system; (b) The dual-arm coal cutting robot.

The proposed dual-arm tunneling robotic system for a coal mine can realize the simultaneous operation of the excavation and permanent support of large-sized cross-section coal/rock laneways, consequently shortening the laneway excavation time and improving the laneway excavation efficiency. However, there are two critical disadvantages in designing and employing the dual-arm tunneling robotic system; one disadvantage is space and the other is complexity. From the perspective of time, the proposed dual-arm tunneling robotic system can significantly shorten the laneway excavation time because of the simultaneous operation of the excavation and permanent support. From the perspective of space, additional space is needed for this system due to the space separation of the excavation and permanent support. With regard to the proposed DACR, because of the co-shared movement for the two cutting arms, the kinematics analysis and control, as has been mentioned above, are much more complex than those for conventional dual-arm robots. For this reason, this issue is considered to be one of the most important aspects in the field of DACRs. An additional challenge for DACRs is the possibility of the two cutting arms colliding with each other, which leads to a constraint in the optimal design and motion control of the robot. The relative kinematics, associated workspace, and control of DACRs are also investigated, as discussed in the next sections.
3. Relative Kinematics of the DACR

As discussed above, there are two critical disadvantages to the control of dual-arm cutting robots. One of the main concerns in modeling and controlling a DACR is dealing with the intrinsic mutual influence between the two cutting arms due to the co-shared movement of the dual-arm cutting robot’s body, which is pivotal to the operation of the entire DACR. The other issue is that the control of the DACR cannot treat the two cutting arms as separate entities, and the two cutting arms require a clear relative positional relationship.

The presented DACR consists of two cutting arms connected to the same mobile platform (Figure 2). Each arm is composed of yaw joint, pitch joint, and prismatic joint. Additionally, the end-effector of each cutting arm is a rotating mechanism used for coal cutting. However, the size of this rotational joint does not affect the relative positions of the end-effectors of the two cutting arms. Therefore, in this research, the rotating mechanism is treated as a point mass. Consequently, each arm of the DACR can be regarded as an arm with three degrees of freedom. The D-H method is commonly used to analyze the kinematic characteristics of the robot and establish the relationship between joint angles and end-effector positions of the two arms in order to determine the transformation relationship between the joint link coordinate systems. As a result, the coordinate system $O_iX_iY_iZ_i$ is established at the $i$th joint.

![Figure 2. Dual-arm cutting robot structure.](image)

3.1. Relative Kinematics Model of the DACR

D-H parameters are used to describe the kinematic chain of a robotic arm. With this method, every variable represents a specific geometric or angular relationship within the robotic arm. In particular, $a$ denotes the distance from the $z_{i-1}$ axis to the intersection of the $x_i$ and $z_{i-1}$ axes along the $x_i$ axis, and $r$ represents the angle from the $z_{i-1}$ axis to the $z_i$ axis measured about the $x_i$ axis. In addition, $d$ represents the distance from the $x_{i-1}$ axis to the intersection of the $x_i$ and $z_i$ axes along the $z_i$ axis, and $q$ denotes the angle from the $x_{i-1}$ axis to the $x_i$ axis measured about the $z_i$ axis. These parameters collectively define the transformation between consecutive links in a serial robot, thus allowing for the computation of the end-effector’s position and orientation based on the joint variables. D-H parameters of the DACR are shown in Table 1. The mobile platform of the DACR provides additional degrees of freedom to both cutting arms simultaneously, with the platform being
considered as virtually connected to two yaw joints and the ground coordinate system. Therefore, in Table 1, the parameters \( q_1 \) and \( q_4 \) are of equal magnitude but opposite in sign, while the parameters \( a_1 \) and \( a_4 \) are equal. The distance \( L_1 \) between the yaw joint and the axis of the DACR is 1 m, the lengths \( a_2 \) and \( a_5 \) between the pitch joint and the yaw joint are both 1 m, and the length variation range of the prismatic joint is the interval \([4.08, 4.88]\).

Table 1. D-H parameters of the two arms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link</th>
<th>( q_i/\text{rads} )</th>
<th>( d_i/\text{m} )</th>
<th>( a_i/\text{m} )</th>
<th>( \alpha_i/\text{rads} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( i = 1 )</td>
<td>( q_1 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i = 2 )</td>
<td>( q_2 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( a_2 )</td>
<td>( \pi/2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i = 3 )</td>
<td>( q_3 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( a_3 )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i = 4 )</td>
<td>( q_4 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( a_4 )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i = 5 )</td>
<td>( q_5 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( a_5 )</td>
<td>( \pi/2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i = 6 )</td>
<td>( q_6 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( a_6 )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D-H, Denavit-Hartenberg.

The homogeneous transformation matrices \( ^0T_3 \) and \( ^0T_6 \) for each arm of the DACR are expressed as follows:

\[
^0T_3 = ^0T_1^1T_2^2T_3, \quad ^0T_6 = ^0T_4^5T_5^6. \tag{1}
\]

The homogeneous transformation matrix \( ^{i-1}T_i \), using the D-H method, can be expressed as follows:

\[
^{i-1}T_i = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos q_i & -\sin q_i \cos \alpha_i & \sin q_i \sin \alpha_i & a_i \cos \alpha_i \\
\sin q_i & \cos q_i \sin \alpha_i & -\cos q_i \sin \alpha_i & a_i \sin \alpha_i \\
0 & \sin \alpha_i & \cos \alpha_i & d_i \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{2}
\]

Substituting the D-H parameter into Equation (1), the homogeneous transformation matrices of two arms are calculated as follows:

\[
^0T_3 = \begin{bmatrix}
^n_{x_3} & ^n_{a_3} & ^n_{p_3} \\
^n_{y_3} & ^n_{a_3} & ^n_{p_3} \\
^n_{z_3} & ^n_{a_3} & ^n_{p_3} \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}, \quad ^0T_6 = \begin{bmatrix}
^n_{x_4} & ^n_{a_4} & ^n_{p_4} \\
^n_{y_4} & ^n_{a_4} & ^n_{p_4} \\
^n_{z_4} & ^n_{a_4} & ^n_{p_4} \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}, \tag{3}
\]

in which

\[
\begin{align*}
n_{x_3} &= \cos(q_1 + q_2) \cos q_3 \\
n_{y_3} &= \sin(q_1 + q_2) \cos q_3 \\
n_{z_3} &= \sin q_3 \\
a_{x_3} &= -\cos(q_1 + q_2) \sin q_3 \\
a_{y_3} &= -\sin(q_1 + q_2) \sin q_3 \\
a_{z_3} &= \cos q_3 \\
p_{x_3} &= a_2 \cos(q_1 + q_2) + L_1 \cos q_1 + a_3 \cos(q_1 + q_2) \cos q_3 \\
p_{y_3} &= a_2 \sin(q_1 + q_2) + L_1 \sin q_1 + a_3 \sin(q_1 + q_2) \cos q_3 \\
p_{z_3} &= a_3 \sin q_3
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
n_{x_4} &= \cos(q_4 + q_5) \cos q_6 \\
n_{y_4} &= \sin(q_4 + q_5) \cos q_6 \\
n_{z_4} &= \sin q_6 \\
a_{x_4} &= -\cos(q_4 + q_5) \sin q_6 \\
a_{y_4} &= -\sin(q_4 + q_5) \sin q_6 \\
a_{z_4} &= \cos q_6 \\
p_{x_4} &= a_5 \cos(q_4 + q_5) + L_1 \cos q_4 + a_6 \cos(q_4 + q_5) \cos q_6 \\
p_{y_4} &= -a_5 \sin(q_4 + q_5) - L_1 \sin q_4 + a_6 \sin(q_4 + q_5) \cos q_6 \\
p_{z_4} &= a_6 \sin q_6
\end{align*}
\]

Further, utilizing matrices \( ^0p_3 = [p_{x_3}, p_{y_3}, p_{z_3}]^T \) and \( ^0p_6 = [p_{x_4}, p_{y_6}, p_{z_4}]^T \) in Equation (3), the Jacobian matrix for each cutting arm is established as follows:

\[
\frac{dp}{dt} = J(q) \frac{dq}{dt}. \tag{4}
\]

For the DACR, the mobile platform provides a common motion for its dual arms. When the DACR is in operation, the position of the mobile platform must be able to satisfy
the positions of both end-effectors simultaneously. This means that the motion of the mobile platform needs to be coordinated simultaneously with the movement of the dual arms, and this results in the kinematics of the two cutting arms being interrelated. Therefore, the dual arms cannot be regarded as two separate robots, but rather require a new kinematic model to integrate the kinematics of both arms together. The DACR may deviate from the expected trajectory because of manufacturing errors and rock hardness, and this can result in collisions between the two cutting arms. It is crucial to have clear and controllable relative position and velocity relationships between the end-effectors of the two cutting arms for the DACR in order to prevent accidents. The relative Jacobian matrix of the DACR is derived to establish the relationship between the relative velocities of the two end-effectors and their joint velocities.

The relationship between the rotation–translation composite transformation from the base to the end-effector of the DACR is established with the following equation:

\[ 0_R^3 R_8 = 0_R^4 R_6, \]
\[ 0_p^3 + 0_R^3 p_6 = 0_p^4 + 0_R^4 p_6, \]  

in which \( i_R \) represents the rotation of coordinate system \( i \) with respect to coordinate system \( j \), and \( j_p \) represents the position of coordinate system \( i \) relative to coordinate system \( j \).

The relative Jacobian matrix for the DACR is obtained by taking the derivative of Equation (5), and this can be expressed as:

\[ J_R(q) = [\Psi_R^3 \Omega_0 J_L 3 \Omega_0 J_R1], \]

in which \( \Psi_R = \begin{bmatrix} I & -S(p_R^0) & 0 \\ 0 & I & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & I \end{bmatrix} \), \( \Omega_i = \begin{bmatrix} i_R & 0 \\ 0 & i_R \end{bmatrix} \), \( I \) is an identity matrix, \( J_L \) and \( J_R1 \) are the Jacobian matrices of the left arm and right arm of the DACR, respectively. \( S(p_R^0) \) is a skew–symmetric matrix composed of elements from the relative position vectors \( ^3 p_6 \), used to replace the cross-product operation of vectors. \( S(p_R^0) \) is expressed in the following form:

\[ S(p_R^0) = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -z_R & y_R \\ z_R & 0 & -x_R \\ -y_R & x_R & 0 \end{bmatrix}. \]

The relative Jacobian matrix integrates the kinematic models of the two arms together, establishing the mapping relationship between the relative velocities of the two end-effectors and the joint velocities, which can be expressed as:

\[ X_R = J_R(q) \dot{q} \]

in which \( X_R \) represents the relative velocity of the two end-effectors, and \( \dot{q} \) represents the joint velocities of the DACR.

Based on Equation (3), the mapping relationship between the position of the single-arm end-effector of the DACR and the joint angles/lengths can be obtained through forward kinematics, laying the foundation for generating the workspace of the DACR. The size and contour of the DACR’s workspace determine the dimensions of the cross-sections it can cut, ultimately determining the cutting trajectory of the DACR. The relative Jacobian matrix indicates the mapping relationship between the relative velocities of the two end-effectors of the DACR and the joint velocities. Based on the relative Jacobian matrix, a trajectory tracking control algorithm applicable to the cutting trajectories of the DACR can be designed.

### 3.2. AW Generation Algorithm

The DACR uses the two cutting arms to complete the task of large-sized cross-section laneway development without moving the body of the robot in the direction perpendicular...
to laneway development. However, for the DACR, the workspaces of the two cutting arms partially overlap, leading to uncertainty about the size of cross-sections that the AW can accommodate. This will affect the motion trajectories of the two cutting arms within the AW, ultimately impacting the control effectiveness. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the projection of the AW in the forward direction of the DACR, as well as the motion of the two cutting arms in the AW. The Monte Carlo algorithm [31] is a typical method to generate the workspace of a robot, and it is characterized by using a large number of random points to plot the possible positions that the robot’s end-effector can reach in Cartesian space, thereby obtaining the contour of the robot’s workspace. The Monte Carlo algorithm has high computational efficiency, and the number of the robot’s degrees of freedom does not affect the computational error of the Monte Carlo algorithm. As a result, the Monte Carlo algorithm is employed to generate the AW for the DACR. The steps for performing the computation follow:

1. According to the actual size of the DACR, the variable range of the kth joint of the DACR is specified as ($q_{\text{mink}}$, $q_{\text{maxk}}$).
2. $N$ random values in the interval $(0, 1)$ can be generated by using the function rand($N$, 1). The random step size generated by each joint is denoted as $q_k = q_{\text{mink}} + \text{rand}(N, 1)(q_{\text{maxk}} - q_{\text{mink}})$.
3. The end-effectors of the DACR are plotted in Cartesian space at random positions by substituting $q_k$ into $^0p_A$ and $^0p_B$ in Equation (3). The contour of the AW is generated when the number of random samples $N$ is sufficiently large. It should be noted that the larger the value of $N$ is, the more accurate the depiction of the contour of the AW for the DACR.

The flowchart of the AW generation algorithm for the DACR is shown in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1.** AW generation algorithm of the DACR.

| Input: Dimensional data of the DACR, random number $N$, and the angle/length range of the kth joint of the DACR ($q_{\text{mink}}$, $q_{\text{maxk}}$). |
| Output: The AW of the DACR. |
| **R** = rand($N$, 1), |
| **For** m = 1: N |
| $q_k = q_{\text{mink}} + R(m)(q_{\text{maxk}} - q_{\text{mink}})$; % Generate random postures for each joint of the DACR. |
| $^0p_A = [p_{\text{mink}}, p_{\text{mink}}, p_{\text{mink}}]^T$; $^0p_B = [p_{\text{mink}}, p_{\text{mink}}, p_{\text{mink}}]^T$; % Generate the positions of the end-effectors. |
| plot $^0p_A$; plot $^0p_B$; % Plot the positions of the end-effectors in Cartesian space. |
| **End** |

4. Proposed Kinematics Controller

The primary objective of controlling most dual-arm robots is to enable them to grasp, manipulate, or lift objects, forming a kinematic closed chain where the relative positions of the end-effectors remain constant. However, for the DACR, during the process of cutting through large-sized cross-sections, the relative positions of the end-effectors change over time. This implies that the scenario where the dual-arm robot forms a kinematic closed chain is merely a special case during the motion of the DACR’s arms. Therefore, for cases where the relative positions of the end-effectors are time-varying, a more general controller needs to be proposed. A closed-loop relative kinematic controller is proposed to control the relative position of the end-effectors for the DACR. The expected relative position and the
actual relative position are assumed to be $X_{Rd}$ and $X_R$, respectively. Therefore, the relative position error of the two end-effectors can be expressed as follows:

$$ e = X_{Rd} - X_R. $$

By substituting Equation (7) into the derivative of Equation (8) with respect to time, the expression of the derivative of error $e$ can be expressed as:

$$ \dot{e} = \dot{X}_{Rd} - J_R(q) \dot{q}. $$

The DACR exhibits kinematic redundancy due to the co-shared motion provided by the mobile platform of the DACR to two end-effectors. This implies that the relative Jacobian matrix of the DACR is not a square matrix, and, therefore, the control laws based on relative kinematics for the DACR are designed in the following form:

$$ \dot{q} = J_R^+(q) \left( X_{Rd} + K_1 e \right) + \left( I - J_R^+ J_R \right) \dot{q}_N, $$

where $K_1$ is a symmetric positive definite matrix that denotes the gain matrix of the relative position error, and the superscript “$+$” represents the pseudo-inverse, while $\dot{q}_N$ represents the kinematic redundancy of the DACR, which means that when the DACR tracks the trajectory, the controller may generate multiple possible movements of the DACR, all of which can satisfy the expected relative velocity $X_{Rd}$ of the end-effectors at this time.

The position-level motion controller based on the relative kinematics model of the DACR is shown in Figure 3, where the feedback loop takes the desired relative position and actual relative position of the two end-effectors as input. By employing Equation (10), the joint velocity vector of the two cutting arms $\dot{q}$ can be obtained for any desired relative position of the two cutting arms and the tracking error along the given trajectory converges to zero with a suitable gain $K_1$. Due to the fact that the relative Jacobian matrix is not square, when solving the joint velocity based on Equation (10), multiple sets of solutions may arise, corresponding to the red dashed lines in Figure 3. While these solutions can simultaneously satisfy the relative positions of the two end-effectors and the co-shared motion provided by the mobile platform to the dual arms, they may potentially result in joint angles/lengths exceeding their limits, ultimately leading to singular arm postures. Therefore, it is necessary to simulate the proposed relative kinematic controller.

![Figure 3](image-url)  
Figure 3. Controller based on relative position error. DACR, dual-arm cutting robot.
Substitute the control input $\dot{q}$ into Equation (9), then:

$$K_1 e + \dot{e} = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The choice of $K_1$ can guarantee that the error uniformly converges to zero since $K_1$ is a symmetric positive definite matrix. According to the Lyapunov theorem, the proposed controller, as a result, can stabilize the system, and the relative position error of the two end-effectors for the DACR is ultimately uniformly limited.

5. Simulation Analysis and Discussion

Two working modes are available for the proposed DACR from the viewpoint of practical application. In the first working mode, the co-shared movement of the two cutting arms is usually locked up to reduce the control difficulty and improve the motion accuracy of the two end-effectors for the DACR, which is defined as mode 1 in this paper. In the second working mode, the cutting trajectories of the two cutting arms are generated by the coordinated movement of the body, which is defined as mode 2. With regard to mode 1, the base of the DACR remains stationary, and thus, there is no co-shared movement that affects the movement of the two cutting arms. To reduce the empty distance from the front end of the laneway to the temporary support robot, it is necessary to cooperate with the co-shared movement of the two cutting arms to generate the cutting trajectories of the two cutting arms. With regard to mode 2, the co-shared movement will have a key influence on the movement of the two cutting arms for the DACR. Subsequently, for the above two typical working conditions, the relative kinematic control and AW generation for the DACR are investigated.

5.1. Motion Continuity of the DACR

The continuity of robot motion is a measure of whether the robot can function properly and achieve smooth continuous movements [32]. This section describes how a random rectangle and random circle in Cartesian space are generated to verify whether the two cutting arms of DACR can achieve continuous motion. The trajectory of the circle is as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
x &= 5.222 \\
y &= -2 + \cos(t) \\
z &= 1.739 + \sin(t)
\end{align*}$$

The expressions for the four sides of the rectangle are as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
x &= 5.222 \\
y &= 1 + 2t, \quad t \in [0, 1] \\
z &= 2.739 \\
x &= 5.222 \\
y &= 3 - 2t, \quad t \in [0, 1] \\
z &= 0.739 \\
x &= 5.222 \\
y &= 1, \quad t \in [0, 1] \\
z &= 0.739 + 2t
\end{align*}$$

To ensure that the co-shared motion of the two cutting arms is unique, the mobile platform is fixed, and in this case, this implies that the variables $a_1$ and $a_4$ are fixed values. The expressions for the positions $^0p_3$ and $^0p_3$ of the two end-effectors relative to the base coordinate system in the single-arm kinematic model are known. Based on the analytical method, the changes in joint angles/lengths of the single arm can be solved through the end-effector positions. Therefore, the inverse kinematic model of the single arm can be used to solve the changes in joint angles/lengths corresponding to the end-effector when tracking trajectories. The tracking times for the rectangle trajectory and the circle trajectory are 20 s and 10 s, respectively, with one second divided into 10 steps. The angles/lengths of the joints of the two cutting arms of the DACR, obtained through inverse kinematics, are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a illustrates the tracking process of the left arm of the DACR for a rectangular-shaped trajectory, while Figure 4b depicts the tracking process of the right arm for a circular-shaped trajectory. The joint parameters of the DACR change continuously and smoothly over time when tracking the continuous trajectories, and there are no sudden changes in the angles or extensions of the DACR’s joints. The results of the
The inverse kinematics solution indicates that the two cutting arms of the DACR exhibit good motion continuity and do not produce singular poses.

![Rectangular-shaped trajectory](image1)

![Circular-shaped trajectory](image2)

**Figure 4.** Changes in the angles/lengths of the joints when the DACR is tracking continuous trajectories.

To demonstrate the correctness of the above conclusion, and also to validate the correctness of the single-arm kinematic model, it is necessary to verify the forward kinematic model of the single arm. The model of the DACR is generated in the MATLAB Robotic Toolbox. The two cutting arms of the DACR are considered to be connected at the same rotary joint in the MATLAB Robotic Toolbox due to the base of the DACR being locked. The joint angles/lengths corresponding to each step in Figure 4 are input into the MATLAB Robotic Toolbox for forward kinematic calculation, obtaining the motion animations of the end-effectors of the two cutting arms in Cartesian space, as shown in Figure 5a–d. For the rectangular-shaped trajectory, when the cutting arm is in the states shown in Figure 5a,c, the motion of the end-effector is primarily determined by the yaw joint of the left arm. Therefore, the motion states shown in Figure 5a,c correspond to the angular changes that occur in the yaw joint in Figure 4a. The motion states shown in Figure 5b,d are primarily determined by the pitch joint of the left arm, corresponding to the angular changes of the pitch joint in Figure 4a. For the circular-shaped trajectory, the joint angles/lengths of the cutting arm change uniformly. The simulation shows that the two cutting arms of the DACR do not generate singular postures when tracking the trajectories. This indicates that the DACR has good motion continuity.
To demonstrate the correctness of the above conclusion, and also to validate the correctness of the single-arm kinematic model, it is necessary to verify the forward kinematic model of the single arm. The model of the DACR is generated in the MATLAB Robotic Toolbox. The two cutting arms of the DACR are considered to be connected at the same rotary joint in the MATLAB Robotic Toolbox due to the base of the DACR being locked. The joint angles/lengths corresponding to each step in Figure 4 are input into the MATLAB Robotic Toolbox for forward kinematic calculation, obtaining the motion animations of the end-effectors of the two cutting arms in Cartesian space, as shown in Figure 5a–d.

For the rectangular-shaped trajectory, when the cutting arm is in the states shown in Figure 5a,c, the motion of the end-effector is primarily determined by the yaw joint of the left arm. Therefore, the motion states shown in Figure 5a,c correspond to the angular changes that occur in the yaw joint in Figure 4a. The motion states shown in Figure 5b,d are primarily determined by the pitch joint of the left arm, corresponding to the angular changes of the pitch joint in Figure 4a. For the circular-shaped trajectory, the joint angles/lengths of the cutting arm change uniformly. The simulation shows that the two cutting arms of the DACR do not generate singular postures when tracking the trajectories. This indicates that the DACR has good motion continuity.

Figure 5. The motion of the two end-effectors of the DACR in Cartesian space.

5.2. AW of the DACR

For the DACR, there is an overlapping portion in the workspace of the two cutting arms. Therefore, calculating the projection of the AW in the robot’s forward direction can determine whether the DACR’s working range can accommodate large-sized cross-sections, upon which the cutting trajectories of the two cutting arms can be planned. This is a prerequisite for the DACR to simultaneously complete the cutting of large-sized cross-sections and forms the foundation for controlling the DACR. The DACR has two working modes that provide the DACR with two different AWs. With respect to mode 1, the position of the DACR’s base is locked, and the two cutting arms perform the cutting. After completing the cutting work inside the AW, the base moves forward, and the double cutting arms start a new round of cutting. With respect to mode 2, the base maintains a uniform forward progression while the two cutting arms cyclically cut along the trajectory.

In this simulation, the dimensions and operating conditions of the DACR are as follows. The distance from joint 1 to the centerline of the DACR, $L_1$, is one meter. The link lengths $a_2$ and $a_5$ are both one meter. For the DACRs in modes 1 and 2, the yaw angles $q_2$ and $q_5$ are in the intervals $[-\pi/2, 0]$ and $[0, \pi/2]$, respectively, while the pitch angles $q_3$ and $q_6$ are both in the interval $[0, \pi/3]$. The lengths of prismatic joints 3 and 6, denoted as $a_3$ and $a_6$, are both in the interval $[4.08, 4.88]$, and the random number $N$ is set to 10,000. Further,
for working mode 2, the base maintains a uniform forward velocity \( V \) set to 0.02 m/s. This results in \( a_1 \) and \( a_4 \) being represented as follows:

\[
a_1(t) = a_4(t) = \sqrt{(Vt)^2 + L_1^2} \approx 0.0001411t^2 + 0.001482t + 0.993
\]

As shown in Figure 6a,b, the workspace of a single cutting arm of the DACR is generated for working modes 1 and 2, with the workspace in both modes appearing as a spherical shell. It should be noted that the volume of the workspace of the single arm of the DACR in mode 2 is 174.2% larger than in mode 1. The comparison of the workspaces corresponding to the two working modes is shown in Figure 6c. The simulation indicates that the workspace in mode 2 can accommodate laneways with a larger cross-section.

As shown in Figure 7, when the DACR is in working mode 2, which is the continuous mode, the volume of the generated AW is significantly larger than the AW corresponding to working mode 1. This means that in working mode 2, the DACR’s end-effectors are able to reach farther positions in Cartesian space compared to working mode 1. In addition, this
implies that in working mode 2, the AW accommodates a larger volume of the rock wall, which allows the DACR to excavate greater depths compared to mode 1.

Figure 6. Workspace of a single arm of the DACR in working modes 1 and 2 (relative to the base coordinate system).

As shown in Figure 7, when the DACR is in working mode 2, which is the continuous mode, the volume of the generated AW is significantly larger than the AW corresponding to working mode 1. This means that in working mode 2, the DACR's end-effectors are able to reach farther positions in Cartesian space compared to working mode 1. In addition, this implies that in working mode 2, the AW accommodates a larger volume of the rock wall, which allows the DACR to excavate greater depths compared to mode 1.

Figure 7. AW of the DACR in working modes 1 and 2. AW, associated workspace (relative to the base coordinate system).

The projection of the workspaces in the direction perpendicular to the advancement of the DACR is shown in Figure 8, in which the red dots represent the projection of the workspace of the DACR’s single arm, while the blue dots and pink dots denote the projection of the AW formed by the left and right arms. The black contour lines represent the outline of the sections that the DACR can accommodate. For the single cutting arm of the DACR, its workspace can only envelop small-sized cross-section laneways (with a net height not less than 2.5 m and a net width not less than 2.6 m). However, the large-sized cross-section laneways, generally speaking, have a net height greater than 4 m and a net width greater than 5.2 m. This means that a single cutting arm cannot complete the cutting task of large-sized cross-section laneways within one work cycle. However, the DACR with two cutting arms can resolve this issue, enabling the DACR’s AW to fully cover large-sized cross-section laneways. When both cutting arms of the DACR work simultaneously, large-sized cross-section laneways can be cut in one cycle of the DACR. Compared with other dual-arm robots, the two arms of the DACR are kinematically interrelated, and the mobile platform provides a common motion for the two cutting arms. Therefore, the mobile platform simultaneously affects the shape and size of the working space of both cutting arms, making the DACR’s AW more complex compared to the workspace of dual-arm robots with a fixed base, ultimately affecting the trajectory planning of the two end-effectors in the overlapping portion of the AW.

The working procedure of the single cutting arm tunnel boring machine for cutting large-sized cross-section laneways perpendicular to the direction of advance is shown in Figure 9. The red trajectory on the left depicts the first cut of the large section by the single cutting arm tunnel boring machine, and the blue trajectory on the right represents the second cut. The single cutting arm needs to excavate two tunnels when cutting the large-sized cross-section laneway. First, the single-arm tunnel boring machine operates in the left tunnel, cutting along the red trajectory. The space at the rear of the machine is left vacant for support and anchoring. After completing the cutting in the left tunnel, the single-arm tunnel boring machine is paused and moved to the right tunnel, and the second cut begins along the blue trajectory. During the cutting of the large-sized cross-section laneway, the single cutting arm tunnel boring machine alternates between cutting and moving. Although this process is continuous in terms of space, due to the limited workspace of the single cutting arm, it is necessary to alternate work in the two tunnels to complete the cutting of the large-sized cross-section laneway. Therefore, this procedure is
discontinuous in terms of time and the workflow is quite cumbersome. Frequent movement of the tunnel boring machine not only increases the workload but also leads to other issues, such as the cross-sectional shapes of the tunnel being inconsistent between the front and rear ends.

![Figure 8](image1.png)

**Figure 8.** The workspace projection of the DACR's single cutting arm and dual arms in the forward direction.

![Figure 9](image2.png)

**Figure 9.** Process of the single arm tunnel boring machine cutting the large-sized cross-section laneway.

The mechanical limits of the two cutting arms are removed in order to ensure that the cutting trajectories of the two end-effectors of the DACR can fully cover the cross-section of the tunnel. The cutting trajectory of the DACR is designed to be a centrally symmetric “S” shape, as shown in Figure 10.

There is a partial overlap in the trajectories of the left and right arms to cut the overlapping rock walls in the AW. The two cutting arms are started asynchronously to ensure that the overlapping portion in the AW is only passed through by one of the two cutting arms during operation. The large rotating cutting mechanism at the end of the two cutting arms fills the gap portion of the cutting trajectory. Compared to mode 1, mode 2 provides a larger AW for the DACR. Therefore, mode 2 is adopted as the main motion mode of the DACR. In mode 2, the trajectories of the two arms of the DACR are divided into seven segments. The cutting trajectory along the X axis of the inertial coordinate system is divided into 100 steps, while the cutting trajectory along the Z axis of the inertial coordinate system is divided into 20 steps, and marks are placed at the starting and ending points.
of each segment. The DACR joint angles/lengths corresponding to the generated eight endpoints are listed in Table 2. Due to the inflection points of the “S”-shaped trajectory, the direction of joint acceleration at these points undergoes abrupt changes. For DACRs with joints of significant mass, these discontinuities in joint acceleration can affect the dynamics of the joints, causing motor vibrations and impacts, ultimately affecting the operational stability of the DACR. To constrain the accelerations of the joints of the DACR, fifth-order polynomial interpolation is used for trajectory planning for each joint of the DACR, with the constraint that the velocities and accelerations at the inflection points of the joints are zero.

![The trajectory of cutting](image)

**Figure 10.** Process of the DACR cutting the large-sized cross-section laneway.

**Table 2.** The joint variables of the DACR corresponding to each point on the “S”-shaped trajectory in mode 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Base/m</th>
<th>( q_2 )/rads</th>
<th>( q_3 )/rads</th>
<th>( a_3 )/m</th>
<th>( q_5 )/rads</th>
<th>( q_6 )/rads</th>
<th>( a_6 )/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \pi/3 )</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \pi/3 )</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2174</td>
<td>(-\pi/2)</td>
<td>( \pi/3 )</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>( \pi/2 )</td>
<td>( \pi/3 )</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2609</td>
<td>(-\pi/2)</td>
<td>( 2\pi/9 )</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>( \pi/2 )</td>
<td>( 2\pi/9 )</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4783</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( 2\pi/9 )</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( 2\pi/9 )</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5217</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \pi/9 )</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \pi/9 )</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.7391</td>
<td>(-\pi/2)</td>
<td>( \pi/9 )</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>( \pi/2 )</td>
<td>( \pi/9 )</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.7826</td>
<td>(-\pi/2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>( \pi/2 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 2 and the fifth-order polynomial motion planning of the joints, the trajectories of the two end-effectors of the DACR are shown in Figure 11. The end-effector moves in the direction indicated by the black arrows during cutting, and numbers 1–8 denote the turning points of the trajectory. By reasonably planning the movements of the two cutting arms, the DACR is capable of cutting large-sized cross-sections without collisions, and the DACR does not require moving the mobile platform along a direction perpendicular to the rail. Further, mode 2 of the DACR maintains the movement of the base, enabling the DACR to advance while cyclically cutting. A temporary support robot installed at the rear of the DACR synchronously supports the tunnel during cutting. In comparison to the single cutting arm tunnel boring machine, the DACR, as a dual-arm tunneling robotic system, maintains cyclic and continuous cutting at the front while temporary support robots located at the rear of the DACR immediately support the top of the tunnel after cutting. Subsequently, the drill–anchor robot drives anchors into the tunnel walls to secure the tunnel’s shape. The work of each robot in the dual-arm tunneling robotic system is separated in space but synchronized in time, ultimately expediting the excavation, support, and shaping of large-sized cross-section laneways. This simplifies the “cut–move–cut” workflow of the single cutting arm tunnel boring machine. In addition, the single cutting
arm tunnel boring machine may need to excavate two tunnels to complete the cutting of large-sized cross-section laneways, potentially causing non-parallel axes between the two tunnels and leading to dimensional errors in the resulting cross-sections. The base of the DACR provides co-shared movement for its two cutting arms, ensuring that the orientation of the DACR’s AW remains constant in any direction. The dimensions of the resulting cross-sections remain consistent from front to back through reasonable planning of the movements of the two cutting arms.

![Figure 11. Trajectories of the two end-effectors when cutting a large-sized cross-section laneway (relative to the base coordinate system).](image)

5.3. Trajectory Tracking Control System

To conform to the proposed operational mode 2 of the DACR, the actual motion of the DACR’s mobile platform is assumed to be consistent with the expected motion, maintaining a constant forward motion along the rail, therefore the redundant terms in Equation (10) (i.e., the red dashed line in Figure 3) are removed and only the minimum norm joint velocity solution to the inverse velocity problem is generated. When the DACR is initiated in mode 2, the mobile platform of the DACR is uniformly propelled along the rail, and the two cutting arms of the DACR are both at arbitrary positions in the AW, resulting in the relative positions of the two end-effectors of the DACR being random. Therefore, the positions of the two end-effectors of the DACR in Cartesian space are assumed to be 

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0.878 \\
-2.0265 \\
4.2225
\end{bmatrix}^T \text{ and } \begin{bmatrix}
1.834 \\
4.82 \\
3.66
\end{bmatrix}^T,
\]

and the two cutting arms of the DACR are set to start simultaneously. These values are substituted into matrix \( 3p_6 \) in Equation (5) to represent the initial relative positions of the two end-effectors of the DACR, yielding the vector \( 3p_6 \) as \( \begin{bmatrix} 4 & 3 & -2.9 \end{bmatrix}^T \), which is used to indicate the initial relative positions of the DACR’s two end-effectors. At the start of the DACR, the two end-effectors are treated as two particles with a zero relative rotational angle. Hence, the value of \( p_{R_0} \) is as follows:

\[
p_{R_0} = \begin{bmatrix}
3p_6 \\
3\varphi_6
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
4 & 3 & -2.9 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}^T.
\]

The gain matrix \( K_1 \) is diag \([0.08 \ 0.068 \ 0.083 \ 0.07 \ 0.065 \ 0.08]\), and the tracking time for \( X_{R,t} \) is 47 s, with 1 s divided into 10 steps. The relative kinematic controller produces a unique solution because the movement of the DACR’s mobile platform in mode 2 is deterministic, and the actual motion of the mobile platform is assumed to be consistent
with the expected motion, with the movement speed of the DACR’s mobile platform locked at 0.02 m per second. Due to the mapping relationship between the forward pushing movement of the mobile platform and $q_1$ in Table 1, the motion of the mobile platform can be represented by $\dot{q}_1$, as shown in Figure 12a. It can be determined from Figure 12b–g that the controlled joint velocities, with the action of the controller based on the relative Jacobian matrix, eventually exhibited regular changes within 100 steps. Figure 12b–g indicate that within 100 steps, there were abrupt changes in the pitch and prismatic joint velocities of the DACR. This is because by this time, both yaw joints have already achieved trajectory tracking, while there were still errors in the angles and lengths of the pitch and prismatic joints. At this stage, the controller only acted on the pitch and prismatic joints, resulting in abrupt changes in their velocities.

![Figure 12a](#)

![Figure 12b](#)

![Figure 12c](#)

**Figure 12. Cont.**
Figure 12. The controlled variable of the DACR. (a) The velocity of the mobile platform; (b) The velocity of the yaw angle of the DACR’s left arm; (c) The velocity of the yaw angle of the DACR’s right arm; (d) The velocity of the pitch angle of the DACR’s left arm; (e) The velocity of the pitch angle of the DACR’s right arm; (f) The velocity of the prismatic joint of the DACR’s left arm; (g) The velocity of the prismatic joint of the DACR’s right arm.

The two cutting arms of the DACR are required to start from a stationary state and cut the rock wall along the red and blue trajectories in Figure 11. The actual motion of the DACR’s mobile platform matches the expected motion, both locked to move uniformly forward, and the mapping relationship between \( \dot{q}_1 \) in Table 1 and the forward motion of the mobile platform can be represented by \( \dot{q}_1 \) as shown in Figure 13a, which causes the relative kinematic controller to generate only the minimum norm solution for joint velocities, thus resulting in matrix \( (I - J_R^+ J_R) \dot{q}_N \) being a zero matrix in Equation (10) at this time. From Figure 13b–g, it can be seen that when the two cutting arms of the DACR track the S-shaped trajectory, the variations in joint angles/lengths are continuous and smooth, further demonstrating the continuity of the DACR’s motion. The angle/length variations of the joints in the DACR’s two arms are shown in Figure 13b–g, where the blue
lines (i.e., the expected values) come from the joint angle/length variations of the DACR as shown in Table 2. Figure 13b,c represent the yaw joint angles of the DACR’s two arms, Figure 13d,e show the pitch joint angles, and Figure 13f,g display the length variations of the prismatic joints in the DACR’s two arms. It can be observed from Figure 13b–g that the angle/length variations of the DACR’s two arms converge to the desired values within 100 steps, thus indicating the effectiveness of the relative kinematic controller. It should be noted that the desired motions of the DACR’s two arms are asynchronous, which causes the expected value of the yaw joint angle of the DACR’s right arm to remain constant for some time after the simulation begins, while the two arms of the DACR in the simulation are started synchronously. This indicates that the two arms of the DACR are effectively controlled to approach the motion state when working asynchronously.

Figure 13. Cont.
Figure 13. The angle/length changes of each joint of the DACR. (a) The movement of the mobile platform of the DACR in mode 2; (b) The yaw angle of the left arm of the DACR; (c) The yaw angle of the right arm of the DACR; (d) The pitch angle of the left arm of the DACR; (e) The pitch angle of the right arm of the DACR; (f) The length of the prismatic joint of the DACR’s left arm; (g) The length of the prismatic joint of the DACR’s right arm.

With the action of the relative kinematic controller, after the synchronous start of the two cutting arms, the $X_R$ generated by the two end-effectors gradually approaches the expected values, as shown in Figure 14, where the blue lines (i.e., the expected relative positions) are calculated by substituting the parameters shown in Table 2 into the forward relative kinematics model (i.e., $^3p_6$ in Equation (5)). The positions of the two end-effectors are controlled to the expected values within 100 steps.
Figure 14. The convergence process of relative position.

As shown in Figure 15, the errors along the X, Y, and Z axes converge to zero within 100 steps. It can be observed from the figure that the relative kinematic controller can adjust the two cutting arms of the DACR with a synchronous start of the two cutting arms to follow the motion pattern of asynchronous operation. The controller shows good performance in reducing errors with a fast feedback velocity.

Figure 15. The convergence process of the relative position error.

The control effect of the relative kinematic controller is shown in Figure 16, where the blue and red trajectories represent the actual positions and expected positions of the two end-effectors of the DACR in Cartesian space, respectively. With correction from the
controller, the end-effectors of the left and right cutting arms gradually approach the desired red trajectory and eventually remain close to the desired S-shaped trajectory. Because the dual arms of the DACR work asynchronously, after stably tracking the desired trajectory, the two end-effectors of the DACR pass through the overlapping section of the AW one after another.

![Trajectory in Cartesian space of the DACR](image)

**Figure 16.** The trajectories of the two end-effectors of the DACR (relative to the base coordinate system).

The absolute error is defined as the two-norm of the difference between the relative position vectors of the two end-effectors of the DACR after tracking the desired trajectory stabilizes and the expected relative position vector. The absolute error of the relative position of the DACR’s end-effectors can be obtained as follows:

\[
e = \| \mathbf{X}_{R_{\text{max}}} - \mathbf{X}_{R_{d}} \| = 0.01837 \text{ m}.
\]

The root mean square error (RMSE) is a statistical measure of the difference between observed values and expected values. In this simulation, the RMSE is defined as follows. After the expected trajectory tracking stabilizes, the angle/length error of each joint at each step by the DACR is calculated. This results in each joint generating \( N \) errors in angle/length. Compute the sum of squares of errors for each joint, take the average, and, finally, calculate the square root to obtain the root mean square error for each joint. The expression for the RMSE is as follows:

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (q_i - q) ^2}
\]

The RMSE for each joint of the DACR is shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( q_2 )/Rads</th>
<th>( q_3 )/Rads</th>
<th>( a_3 )/m</th>
<th>( q_5 )/Rads</th>
<th>( q_6 )/Rads</th>
<th>( a_6 )/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.0149</td>
<td>0.0136</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.0127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation results and error calculations for the controller indicate that tracking of the expected relative positions is effective, and the tracking performance of the angles/lengths of each joint under control is good. Solely from the perspective of simulation
results, the controller is capable of effectively controlling the motion of the DACR’s dual arms using only the relative position as the unique variable. However, this research only focuses on the kinematic control of the DACR and does not consider other factors that may affect its control effectiveness, such as vibrations generated during coal cutting, dynamic characteristics of the system, and the stiffness of each joint. Therefore, establishing a more precise model and conducting experiments on the DACR are the future research directions for enhancing its control effectiveness.

6. Conclusions

DACRs are one of the most significant concerns for proposed dual-arm tunneling robotic systems because DACRs have an important influence on the forming quality and excavation efficiency of large-sized cross-section laneways. However, the critical issues related to DACRs have not been reported, so the goal of this work is to address the main issues related to the presented DACR. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. An advanced dual-arm tunneling robotic system for a coal mine is developed, and the main components and characteristics of the robotic system are presented in this paper. The major benefit of this type of robotic system is the achievement of the synchronous operation of excavation and permanent support of laneways.

2. The relative kinematic model of the DACR is established. This model integrates the independent kinematics of both arms into a unified framework, allowing the simultaneous description of the motion states of both arms using only one variable. Additionally, a control strategy is proposed based on relative kinematics, enabling simultaneous control of both cutting arms by using a single variable. Furthermore, the AW of the DACR is generated and proposed by a Monte Carlo algorithm.

3. The simulation of the motion continuity of the DACR validates the correctness of its relative kinematics model. The status of the DACR is studied for two typical working modes, and the simulation of the AW verifies that the DACR has a larger workspace and reduces the excavation process of large-sized cross-section laneways, thereby improving mining efficiency. Finally, the simulation of relative kinematic control selects the more suitable mode 2 and demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy. The DACR converges to the desired trajectory within 50 steps, with an absolute error in the relative positions between the two arms and the desired relative positions of less than 0.01837 m, and the root mean square error of the angle/length of each joint is maintained at a small value. This indicates that the DACR can achieve precise feedback control with good error correction effect and response speed, with minimal fluctuations after trajectory tracking stabilization. This provides a theoretical foundation for the design, analysis, and future implementation of dynamic control for the proposed DACR.

4. Compared to other dual-arm robots, the advantage of the DACR’s control strategy lies in the proposed relative position controller’s ability to track changes in the relative positions of the end-effectors. In contrast, conventional dual-arm robots primarily focus on operations such as transporting, gripping, and lifting objects, where the relative positions of the two end-effectors remain constant. Therefore, the proposed controller exhibits greater versatility and can serve as a reference for future dual-arm robot control systems.

There are some intrinsic limitations of the advanced dual-arm tunneling robotic system for a coal mine and the DACR in this work. Firstly, the proposed controller can simultaneously control the motion of both arms by using a single variable (i.e., the relative position of the dual-arm end-effectors). However, the controller may yield multiple sets of feasible solutions. These solutions can satisfy both the expected motion of both arms and the co-shared motion induced by the mobile platform, but they cannot guarantee that the angles/lengths of other joints remain within specified ranges, ultimately leading to singular arm poses. This research only considers solutions under the condition of deterministic motion of the mobile platform. Therefore, further research is needed to address the issues...
of the controller yielding multiple solutions and avoiding singular arm poses. Secondly, the effects of the relative dynamics of the DACR on the trajectory tracking accuracy of the two cutting arms, which are of great importance and challenging, still need to be investigated in detail. The consideration of the relative dynamics of the DACR is a topic for further research. Therefore, in the future, an experimental platform will be established to validate the proposed relative kinematic model and controller of the DACR. Additionally, there will be an in-depth investigation into the dynamic model of the DACR, particularly focusing on the relationship between the output force of the DACR and the joint force, which is crucial for the DACR’s ability to cut rock walls. Finally, other control algorithms based on the dynamic model of the DACR will be proposed, and the effectiveness of the DACR’s dynamic controller will be verified through experiments.
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